
NetFlow Analyzer v12

Flows supported

NetFlow J-Flow   sFlow   Appflow  IPFIX   NetStream  cFlow

Added control with network configuration & change management

Customizable reports with multiple search criteria

Multi-vendor support for various new vendors

Flow and packet level inspection to find root cause of issue

....
Benefits 

Identifies which users, app, and protocol are consuming
 most bandwidth

Needs no hardware device for traffic monitoring

Needs less storage size as compared to logs & other techniques

Provides enhanced visibility on traffic statistics

....

“ I’m using NetFlow Analyzer for more than 6 years and very impressed with, especially the dashboards. We use 
dashboard pinned for our monthly visual management board.”

-Ebenezer Arumai

NFA edtitions Essential edition Distributed edition

NetFlow Analyzer gives you the best combination of analysis and control with holistic visibility into network bandwidth utilization. It is a web-based 

unified solution that collects flows, analyzes, reports and then let you take actions to optimize the bandwidth usage of all the interfaces in your network.

up to 100K flows

Up to 5000

Add-ons

Flows/sec

Interfaces

NBAR, CBQoS, IP SLA, DPI, ASAM,
Capacity Planning, NCM, WLC

10K flows

Unlimited

Available; High-Perf add-on

Videojet Technologies, Illinois
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Key Features 



Flow-based traffic monitoring & reporting

Feature highlights:

Identify top talker in network.

Monitor interface level traffic for bandwidth usage. 

Group related IPs/interfaces/apps for bandwidth usage.

Application traffic monitoring 

View traffic patterns for each applications.

Classify non-critical apps that hog bandwidth.

Map enterprise specific applications for traffic details.

Monitor traffic for Cisco devices

System Specifications

Reports on top conversations, protocols, applications
on the network.

Supported technologies like IP SLA, CBQoS, NBAR and WAAS.

Monitor Cisco WLC and check on APs, clients and SSIDs.

Advanced Forensics & network security

Detect external and internal security threats with
predefined classes.

Identify context-sensitive anomalies and zero-day attacks.

Troubleshooting reports up to 1 min granularity.

Network configuration management

Export flows from web UI within few clicks.

Reconfigure policies via ACL or class based policies.

Keep a check on network unauthorized config changes.

Response time monitoring at packet level

View application summary w.r.t. NRT and ART.

Drill down to know the top users and regulate them.

Generate historical reports for forensics.

Visti www.netflowanalyzer.com

Download 30-day free trial

CPU

RAM Size

Hard Drive  

2.4 GHz, Pentium 4 processor, or equivalent

4 GB

10GB for database

64 bit

PG SQL

OS Windows

Database


